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explorers discovered it, Easter
Easter Island's Silent Sentinels

Sunday, April 5, 1722. Here

Kenneth Treister 2013-11-15 It

people created a complex society,

may be the most interesting and

sophisticated astronomy, exquisite

yet loneliest spot on earth: a

wood sculpture, monumental

volcanic rock surrounded by a

stone architecture, roads, and a

million square miles of ocean,

puzzling ideographic script. And

named for the day Dutch

then they went about sculpting
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amazing, giant human figures in

New York Review of Books)

stone. This richly illustrated book

book, Jared Diamond

of the history, culture, and art of

convincingly argues that

Easter Island is the first to

geographical and environmental

examine in detail the island’s

factors shaped the modern world.

vernacular architecture, often

Societies that had had a head start

overshadowed by its giant stone

in food production advanced

statues. It shows the conjecturally

beyond the hunter-gatherer

reconstructed prehistoric pole

stage, and then developed

houses; the ahu, the sculptures’

religion --as well as nasty germs

platform, as a spectacular

and potent weapons of war --and

expression of prehistoric

adventured on sea and land to

megalithic architecture; and the

conquer and decimate preliterate

Easter Island Statue Project’s

cultures. A major advance in our

inventory of the colossal moai

understanding of human

sculptures. This publication is

societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel

made possible in part by a

chronicles the way that the

generous contribution from

modern world came to be and

Furthermore: a program of the J.

stunningly dismantles racially

M. Kaplan Fund.

based theories of human history.

Guns, Germs, and Steel: The

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the

Fates of Human Societies (20th

Phi Beta Kappa Award in

Anniversary Edition) Jared

Science, the Rhone-Poulenc

Diamond 2017-03-07

Prize, and the Commonwealth

"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation

club of California's Gold Medal.

for understanding human

The History of Money Jack

history."—Bill Gates In this

Weatherford 2009-09-23 “If

"artful, informative, and

you’re interested in the

delightful" (William H. McNeill,

revolutionary transformation of
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the meaning and use of money,

This book documents the First

this is the book to read!”—Charles

World Landslide Forum, which

R. Schwab Cultural

was jointly organized by the

anthropologist Jack Weatherford

International Consortium on

traces our relationship with

Landslides (ICL), eight UN

money, from primitive man’s

organizations (UNESCO, WMO,

cowrie shells to the electronic

FAO, UN/ISDR, UNU, UNEP,

cash card, from the markets of

World Bank, UNDP) and four

Timbuktu to the New York

NGOs (International Council for

Stock Exchange. The History of

Science, World Federation of

Money explores how money and

Engineering Organizations,

the myriad forms of exchange

Kyoto Univ. and Japan Landslide

have affected humanity, and how

Society) in Tokyo in 2008. The

they will continue to shape all

material consists of four parts:

aspects of our lives—economic,

The Open Forum "Progress of

political, and personal. “A

IPL Activities; Four Thematic

fascinating book about the force

Lectures in the Plenary

that makes the world go

Symposium "Global Landslide

round—the dollars, pounds,

Risk Reduction"; Six Keynote

francs, marks, bahts, ringits,

Lectures in the Plenary session;

kwansas, levs, biplwelles, yuans,

and the aims and overviews of

quetzales, pa’angas, ngultrums,

eighteen parallel sessions (dealing

ouguiyas, and other 200-odd

with various aspects necessary for

brand names that collectively

landslide disaster risk reduction

make up the mysterious thing

such as: observations from space;

we call money.”—Los Angeles

climate change and slope

Times

instability; landslides threatening

Landslides - Disaster Risk

heritage sites; the economic and

Reduction Kyoji Sassa 2008-10-27

social impact of landslides;
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monitoring, prediction and early

human food security worldwide.

warning; and risk-management

This publication describes the

strategies in urban area, etc.)

contribution of insects to food

Thus it enables the reader to

security and examines future

benefit from a wide range of

prospects for raising insects at a

research intended to reduce risk

commercial scale to improve food

due to landslide disasters as

and feed production, diversify

presented in the first global

diets, and support livelihoods in

multi-disciplinary meeting.

both developing and developed

M Is for Masterpiece David

countries. Edible insects are a

Domeniconi 2006 "While

promising alternative to the

introducing readers to famous

conventional production of meat,

artists, mediums, tools, and

either for direct human

techniques, this A-Z pictorial uses

consumption or for indirect use as

simple poetry to introduce topics

feedstock. This publication will

such as color, Easter Island,

boost awareness of the many

impressionism, Frida Kahlo, and

valuable roles that insects play in

landscape. Each letter topic also

sustaining nature and human life,

includes detailed expository

and it will stimulate debate on

text"--Provided by publisher.

the expansion of the use of insects

Edible Insects Arnold van Huis

as food and feed.

2013 Edible insects have always

Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder

been a part of human diets, but in

2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes

some societies there remains a

home from school to find two

degree of disdain and disgust for

questions in her mail: "Who are

their consumption. Insects offer a

you?" and "Where does the

significant opportunity to merge

world come from?" Before she

traditional knowledge and

knows it she is enrolled in a

modern science to improve

correspondence course with a
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mysterious philosopher. Thus

solving on scales ranging from

begins Jostein Gaarder's unique

the personal to the global. Edited

novel, which is not only a

by the Sustainability Institute’s

mystery, but also a complete and

Diana Wright, this essential

entertaining history of

primer brings systems thinking

philosophy.

out of the realm of computers and

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry

equations and into the tangible

Mildred D. Taylor 1997 Young

world, showing readers how to

Cassie Logan endures humiliation

develop the systems-thinking

and witnesses the racism of the

skills that thought leaders across

KKK as they embark on a cross-

the globe consider critical for

burning rampage, before she

21st-century life. Some of the

fully understands the importance

biggest problems facing the

her family attributes to having

world—war, hunger, poverty,

land of their own.

and environmental

Thinking in Systems Donella

degradation—are essentially

Meadows 2008-12-03 In the years

system failures. They cannot be

following her role as the lead

solved by fixing one piece in

author of the international

isolation from the others, because

bestseller, Limits to Growth—the

even seemingly minor details

first book to show the

have enormous power to

consequences of unchecked

undermine the best efforts of too-

growth on a finite planet—

narrow thinking. While readers

Donella Meadows remained a

will learn the conceptual tools

pioneer of environmental and

and methods of systems thinking,

social analysis until her untimely

the heart of the book is grander

death in 2001. Thinking in

than methodology. Donella

Systems, is a concise and crucial

Meadows was known as much

book offering insight for problem

for nurturing positive outcomes
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as she was for delving into the

superphysical information-much

science behind global dilemmas.

needed to balance the Western

She reminds readers to pay

material efficiency with Eastern

attention to what is important,

spiritual efficiency-come from

not just what is quantifiable, to

the vigorous pen of Paramhansa

stay humble, and to stay a

Yogananda, whose teachings my

learner. In a world growing ever

husband and myself have had the

more complicated, crowded, and

pleasure of studying for twenty

interdependent, Thinking in

years."

Systems helps readers avoid

501 GMAT Questions

confusion and helplessness, the

LearningExpress LLC 2013 This

first step toward finding

comprehensive guide is designed

proactive and effective solutions.

for anyone needing additional

Autobiography of a Yogi

practice while trying to master

Paramahansa Yogananda

all the GMAT question types. 501

2009-01-01 The autobiography of

GMAT Questions will help those

Paramahansa Yogananda (1893 -

hoping to gain admission to their

1952) details his search for a guru,

ideal business school by walking

during which he encountered

them step-by-step through 501

many spiritual leaders and

questions with detailed set-up

world-renowned scientists.

and answer explanations.

When it was published in 1946 it

Organized by question type, this

was the first introduction of

book features extensive practice

many westerners to yoga and

for the most-tested concepts on

meditation. The famous opera

the Analytical Writing,

singer Amelita Galli-Curci said

Quantitative, and Verbal test

about the book: "Amazing, true

sections.

stories of saints and masters of

Paper Towns John Green 2013

India, blended with priceless

Special edition slipcase edition of
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John Green's Paper Towns, with

Mafia: discover Malcolm

pop-up paper town. From the

Gladwell's breakthrough debut

bestselling author of The Fault in

and explore the science behind

our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has

viral trends in business,

always loved Margo Roth

marketing, and human behavior.

Spiegelman, for Margo (and her

The tipping point is that magic

adventures) are the stuff of

moment when an idea, trend, or

legend at their high school. So

social behavior crosses a

when she one day climbs

threshold, tips, and spreads like

through his window and

wildfire. Just as a single sick

summons him on an all-night

person can start an epidemic of

road trip of revenge he cannot

the flu, so too can a small but

help but follow. But the next day

precisely targeted push cause a

Margo doesn't come to school and

fashion trend, the popularity of a

a week later she is still missing. Q

new product, or a drop in the

soon learns that there are clues in

crime rate. This widely

her disappearance . . . and they

acclaimed bestseller, in which

are for him. But as he gets deeper

Malcolm Gladwell explores and

into the mystery - culminating

brilliantly illuminates the tipping

in another awesome road trip

point phenomenon, is already

across America - he becomes less

changing the way people

sure of who and what he is

throughout the world think

looking for. Masterfully written

about selling products and

by John Green, this is a

disseminating ideas. “A

thoughtful, insightful and

wonderful page-turner about a

hilarious coming-of-age story.

fascinating idea that should affect

The Tipping Point Malcolm

the way every thinking person

Gladwell 2006-11-01 From the

looks at the world.” —Michael

bestselling author of The Bomber

Lewis
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Biodiversity in Ecosystems Juan

second part of the book provides a

A. Blanco 2015-04-17 The term

wide range of different studies

biodiversity has become a

showcasing the evidence and

mainstream concept that can be

practical implications of such

found in any newspaper at any

relationships.

given time. Concerns on

The Perks of Being a Wallflower

biodiversity protection are

Stephen Chbosky 2012-08-14

usually linked to species

Charlie struggles to cope with

protection and extinction risks for

complex world of high school as

iconic species, such as whales,

he deals with the confusions of

pandas and so on. However,

sex and love, the temptations of

conserving biodiversity has

drugs, and the pain of losing a

much deeper implications than

close friend and a favorite aunt.

preserving a few (although

Long Walk to Freedom Nelson

important) species. Biodiversity

Mandela 2008-03-11 The book

in ecosystems is tightly linked to

that inspired the major new

ecosystem functions such as

motion picture Mandela: Long

biomass production, organic

Walk to Freedom. Nelson

matter decomposition, ecosystem

Mandela is one of the great moral

resilience, and others. Many of

and political leaders of our time:

these ecological processes are also

an international hero whose

directly implied in services that

lifelong dedication to the fight

the humankind obtains from

against racial oppression in South

ecosystems. The first part of this

Africa won him the Nobel Peace

book will introduce different

Prize and the presidency of his

concepts and theories important

country. Since his triumphant

to understand the links between

release in 1990 from more than a

ecosystem function and

quarter-century of

ecosystem biodiversity. The

imprisonment, Mandela has been
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at the center of the most

the temporal and spatial

compelling and inspiring political

relationships that existed in

drama in the world. As president

terrorist group planning, and if

of the African National Congress

so, could patterns of preparatory

and head of South Africa's

conduct be identified? About one-

antiapartheid movement, he was

half of the terrorists resided,

instrumental in moving the

planned, and prepared for

nation toward multiracial

terrorism relatively close to their

government and majority rule.

eventual target. The terrorist

He is revered everywhere as a

groups existed for 1,205 days

vital force in the fight for human

from the first planning meeting

rights and racial equality. LONG

to the date of the actual/planned

WALK TO FREEDOM is his

terrorist incident. The planning

moving and exhilarating

process for specific acts began 2-3

autobiography, destined to take

months prior to the terrorist

its place among the finest

incident. This study examined

memoirs of history's greatest

selected terrorist

figures. Here for the first time,

groups/incidents in the U.S. from

Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells

1980-2002. It provides for the

the extraordinary story of his

potential to identify patterns of

life--an epic of struggle, setback,

conduct that might lead to

renewed hope, and ultimate

intervention prior to the

triumph.

commission of the actual terrorist

Pre-Incident Indicators of

incidents. Illustrations.

Terrorist Incidents Brent L.

Broken Identity Ashley Williams

Smith 2011-01 This is a print on

2011-09-20 Drake Pearson, a

demand edition of a hard to find

narrow-minded 18-year-old

publication. Explores whether

barely enduring Missouri’s heat,

sufficient data exists to examine

is tired of feeling empty. Living
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conditions are about as cozy as a

Pacific, a thrilling intellectual

cardboard box, on account of his

detective story that looks deep

alcoholic father who can find

into the past to uncover who first

nothing better to do than argue

settled the islands of the remote

relentlessly with him. When

Pacific, where they came from,

Drake thinks he can’t take

how they got there, and how we

another blow, he is reminded

know. For more than a

daily of his mom who vanished

millennium, Polynesians have

twelve years ago. And now

occupied the remotest islands in

there’s a dead body. After a

the Pacific Ocean, a vast triangle

terrible accident turns into a

stretching from Hawaii to New

protected secret, a twisted string

Zealand to Easter Island. Until

of events brings Drake miles

the arrival of European explorers

away from home to an elderly

they were the only people to

man’s front door. Every

have ever lived there. Both the

promising opportunity also brings

most closely related and the most

new doubts and temptations to

widely dispersed people in the

run away—this time for good.

world before the era of mass

When the secret he has kept

migration, Polynesians can trace

locked away threatens to reveal

their roots to a group of epic

itself, Drake knows he must

voyagers who ventured out into

shield it with his very life, even

the unknown in one of the

if the love he has been shown

greatest adventures in human

undeservingly is about to be

history. How did the earliest

destroyed.

Polynesians find and colonize

Sea People Christina Thompson

these far-flung islands? How did

2019-03-12 A blend of Jared

a people without writing or

Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and

metal tools conquer the largest

Steel and Simon Winchester’s

ocean in the world? This
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conundrum, which came to be

The Willpower Instinct Kelly

known as the Problem of

McGonigal 2013-12-31 Based on

Polynesian Origins, emerged in

Stanford University psychologist

the eighteenth century as one of

Kelly McGonigal's wildly

the great geographical mysteries

popular course "The Science of

of mankind. For Christina

Willpower," The Willpower

Thompson, this mystery is

Instinct is the first book to

personal: her Maori husband and

explain the science of self-control

their sons descend directly from

and how it can be harnessed to

these ancient navigators. In Sea

improve our health, happiness,

People, Thompson explores the

and productivity. Informed by

fascinating story of these

the latest research and combining

ancestors, as well as those of the

cutting-edge insights from

many sailors, linguists,

psychology, economics,

archaeologists, folklorists,

neuroscience, and medicine, The

biologists, and geographers who

Willpower Instinct explains

have puzzled over this history

exactly what willpower is, how

for three hundred years. A

it works, and why it matters. For

masterful mix of history,

example, readers will learn: •

geography, anthropology, and the

Willpower is a mind-body

science of navigation, Sea People

response, not a virtue. It is a

combines the thrill of exploration

biological function that can be

with the drama of discovery in a

improved through mindfulness,

vivid tour of one of the most

exercise, nutrition, and sleep. •

captivating regions in the world.

Willpower is not an unlimited

Sea People includes an 8-page

resource. Too much self-control

photo insert, illustrations

can actually be bad for your

throughout, and 2 endpaper

health. • Temptation and stress

maps.

hijack the brain's systems of self-
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control, but the brain can be

Survive is a visionary study of

trained for greater willpower •

the mysterious downfall of past

Guilt and shame over your

civilizations. Now in a revised

setbacks lead to giving in again,

edition with a new afterword,

but self-forgiveness and self-

Jared Diamond's Collapse

compassion boost self-control. •

uncovers the secret behind why

Giving up control is sometimes

some societies flourish, while

the only way to gain self-control.

others founder - and what this

• Willpower failures are

means for our future. What

contagious—you can catch the

happened to the people who

desire to overspend or overeat

made the forlorn long-abandoned

from your friends—but you can

statues of Easter Island? What

also catch self-control from the

happened to the architects of the

right role models. In the

crumbling Maya pyramids? Will

groundbreaking tradition of

we go the same way, our

Getting Things Done, The

skyscrapers one day standing

Willpower Instinct combines life-

derelict and overgrown like the

changing prescriptive advice and

temples at Angkor Wat?

complementary exercises to help

Bringing together new evidence

readers with goals ranging from

from a startling range of sources

losing weight to more patient

and piecing together the myriad

parenting, less procrastination,

influences, from climate to

better health, and greater

culture, that make societies self-

productivity at work.

destruct, Jared Diamond's

Collapse Jared Diamond

Collapse also shows how - unlike

2013-03-21 From the author of

our ancestors - we can benefit

Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared

from our knowledge of the past

Diamond's Collapse: How

and learn to be survivors. 'A

Societies Choose to Fail or

grand sweep from a master
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storyteller of the human race' -

Island, one of the most remote

Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb,

places in the world. It is 1913.

terrifying' - Observer 'Gripping

Elsa Pendleton travels from

... the book fulfils its huge

England to Easter Island with

ambition, and Diamond is the

her husband, an anthropologist

only man who could have

sent by the Royal Geographical

written it' - Economis 'This book

Society to study the colossal moai

shines like all Diamond's work' -

statues, and her younger sister.

Sunday Times

What begins as familial duty for

The Lightning Thief Rick

Elsa becomes a grand adventure;

Riordan 2010-02-02 Percy

on Easter Island she discovers her

Jackson is about to be kicked out

true calling. But, out of contact

of boarding school...again. And

with the outside world, she is

that's the least of his troubles.

unaware that World War I has

Lately, mythological monsters

been declared and that a German

and the gods of Mount Olympus

naval squadron, fleeing the

seem to be walking straight out

British across the South Pacific, is

of the pages of Percy's Greek

heading toward the island she

mythology textbook and into his

now considers home. Sixty years

life. Book #1 in the NYT best-

later, Dr. Greer Farraday, an

selling series, with cover art

American botanist, travels to

from the feature film, The

Easter Island to research the

Lightning Thief.

island’s ancient pollen, but more

Easter Island Jennifer Vanderbes

important, to put back the pieces

2004-06-01 In this extraordinary

of her life after the death of her

fiction debut—rich with love and

husband. A series of brilliant

betrayal, history and intellectual

revelations brings to life the

passion—two remarkable

parallel quests of these two

narratives converge on Easter

intrepid young women as they
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delve into the centuries-old

statues are found anywhere else

mysteries of Easter Island. Slowly

in the Pacific. How could the

unearthing the island’s haunting

islanders possibly have moved so

past, they are forced to confront

many multi-ton monoliths from

turbulent discoveries about

the quarry inland, where they

themselves and the people they

were carved, to their posts along

love, changing their lives

the coastline? And most

forever. Easter Island is a tour de

intriguing and vexing of all, if

force of storytelling that will

the island once boasted a culture

establish Jennifer Vanderbes as

developed and sophisticated

one of the most gifted writers of

enough to have produced such

her generation.

marvelous edifices, what

The Statues that Walked Terry

happened to that culture? Why

Hunt 2011-06-21 The

was the island the Europeans

monumental statues of Easter

encountered a sparsely populated

Island, both so magisterial and so

wasteland? The prevailing

forlorn, gazing out in their

accounts of the island’s history

imposing rows over the island’s

tell a story of self-inflicted

barren landscape, have been the

devastation: a glaring case of eco-

source of great mystery ever

suicide. The island was

since the island was first

dominated by a powerful

discovered by Europeans on

chiefdom that promulgated a cult

Easter Sunday 1722. How could

of statue making, exercising a

the ancient people who inhabited

ruthless hold on the island’s

this tiny speck of land, the most

people and rapaciously

remote in the vast expanse of the

destroying the environment,

Pacific islands, have built such

cutting down a lush palm forest

monumental works? No such

that once blanketed the island in

astonishing numbers of massive

order to construct contraptions for
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moving more and more statues,

irresponsible environmental

which grew larger and larger.

destroyers, they show, the Easter

As the population swelled in

Islanders were remarkably

order to sustain the statue cult,

inventive environmental

growing well beyond the island’s

stewards, devising ingenious

agricultural capacity, a vicious

methods to enhance the island’s

cycle of warfare broke out

agricultural capacity. They did

between opposing groups, and

not devastate the palm forest, and

the culture ultimately suffered a

the culture did not descend into

dramatic collapse. When Terry

brutal violence. Perhaps most

Hunt and Carl Lipo began

surprising of all, the making and

carrying out archaeological

moving of their enormous

studies on the island in 2001,

statutes did not require a bloated

they fully expected to find

population or tax their precious

evidence supporting these

resources; their statue building

accounts. Instead, revelation after

was actually integral to their

revelation uncovered a very

ability to achieve a delicate

different truth. In this lively and

balance of sustainability. The

fascinating account of Hunt and

Easter Islanders, it turns out, offer

Lipo’s definitive solution to the

us an impressive record of

mystery of what really happened

masterful environmental

on the island, they introduce the

management rich with lessons

striking series of archaeological

for confronting the daunting

discoveries they made, and the

environmental challenges of our

path-breaking findings of others,

own time. Shattering the

which led them to compelling

conventional wisdom, Hunt and

new answers to the most

Lipo’s ironclad case for a radically

perplexing questions about the

different understanding of the

history of the island. Far from

story of this most mysterious
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place is scientific discovery at its

stood outside its routes, quiet and

very best.

remote, with its story

Grandpa's Secret Potion Holly

undeciphered. What were these

Hartman A grandchild helps

statues of which the present

create a bubbly kind of magic.

inhabitants know nothing?...

Make your own bubbles and

Whence came the people who

wands with this recipe.

reached this remote spot? Did

The Mystery of Easter Island

they arrive from South America,

Katherine Routledge 2020-04-12

2,000 miles to the eastward? Or

"All the seashore is lined with

did they sail against the

numbers of stone idols, with their

prevailing wind from the distant

backs turned towards the sea,

islands to the west?...

which caused us no little

The Skeptics' Guide to the

wonder, because we saw no tool

Universe Dr. Steven Novella

of any kind for working these

2018-10-02 An all-encompassing

figures." So wrote, a century and

guide to skeptical thinking from

a half ago, one of the earliest

podcast host and academic

navigators to visit the Island of

neurologist at Yale University

Easter in the South-east Pacific.

School of Medicine Steven

Ever since that day passing ships

Novella and his SGU co-hosts,

have found it incomprehensible

which Richard Wiseman calls

that a few hundred natives

"the perfect primer for anyone

should have been able to make,

who wants to separate fact from

move, and erect numbers of great

fiction." It is intimidating to

stone monuments, some of which

realize that we live in a world

are over thirty feet in height;

overflowing with

they have marvelled and passed

misinformation, bias, myths,

on. As the world's traffic has

deception, and flawed

increased Easter Island has still

knowledge. There really are no
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ultimate authority figures-no one

(Yes, we really did that.) DON'T

has the secret, and there is no

PANIC! With The Skeptic's

place to look up the definitive

Guide to the Universe, we can do

answers to our questions (not

this together. "Thorough,

even Google). Luckily, The

informative, and enlightening,

Skeptic's Guide to the Universe is

The Skeptic's Guide to the

your map through this maze of

Universe inoculates you against

modern life. Here Dr. Steven

the frailties and shortcomings of

Novella-along with Bob Novella,

human cognition. If this book

Cara Santa Maria, Jay Novella,

does not become required

and Evan Bernstein-will explain

reading for us all, we may well

the tenets of skeptical thinking

see modern civilization unravel

and debunk some of the biggest

before our eyes." -- Neil deGrasse

scientific myths, fallacies, and

Tyson "In this age of real and

conspiracy theories-from anti-

fake information, your ability to

vaccines to homeopathy, UFO

reason, to think in scientifically

sightings to N- rays. You'll learn

skeptical fashion, is the most

the difference between science

important skill you can have.

and pseudoscience, essential

Read The Skeptics' Guide

critical thinking skills, ways to

Universe; get better at reasoning.

discuss conspiracy theories with

And if this claim about the

that crazy co- worker of yours,

importance of reason is wrong,

and how to combat sloppy

The Skeptics' Guide will help

reasoning, bad arguments, and

you figure that out, too." -- Bill

superstitious thinking. So are you

Nye

ready to join them on an epic

Applied Combinatorics Alan

scientific quest, one that has

Tucker 1980

taken us from huddling in dark

Alcoholics Anonymous Alcoholics

caves to setting foot on the moon?

Anonymous World Services 1986
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The basic text for Alcoholics

geography, ecology, and

Anonymous.

inhabitants of the isolated Easter

Chariots of the Gods? Erich von

Island in the Pacific Ocean.

Däniken 1980 The author

Oliver and the Seawigs Philip

attempts to explain such

Reeve 2014-07-22 Get ready for

perplexing archaeological

moving islands! Mischievous

discoveries as the stone figures on

monkeys! And a splashy

Easter Island and various temple

adventure with illustrations on

and cave drawings

almost every page. When

20 Fun Facts about Easter Island

Oliver’s explorer parents go

Heather Moore Niver 2013-12-15

missing, he sets sail to find them

On an island in the Pacific Ocean

with some new friends. There’s a

more than 1,000 miles from the

grumpy albatross, a nearsighted

nearest habitable location, ancient

mermaid . . . even a living island!

people constructed hundreds of

But the high seas are more

enormous stone heads. No one is

exciting and strange than Oliver

sure exactly how they moved

could have imagined. Can he and

the giant statues into place. In

his crew spar with sarcastic

fact, no one really knows how

seaweed, outrun an army of sea

people got there in the first place!

monkeys, win a fabulous

Readers are sure to enjoy

maritime fashion contest, and

learning about the mystery

defeat a wicked sea captain in

surrounding Easter Island.

time to save Mom and Dad? For

Colorful images of the moai, flora,

early chapter book readers who

fauna, and more help transport

are ready for something longer,

readers to this amazing world

the Not-So-Impossible Tales are

wonder.

packed with silly humor, action,

Easter Island Caroline Arnold

and larger-than-life fun. “[A] sly

2004-10 Describes the formation,

and dashing tale. . . Readers’ ribs
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aren’t the only ones that get a

gigantic sculptures that can be

vigorous tickle.” —Kirkus

found all over the island; carved

Reviews “A delightfully told,

out of rock and spanning

beautiful tale of nautical

centuries, they are called Moais."

hairdressing, saltwater primates

The Help Kathryn Stockett 2011

and sarcastic seaweed—this is my

Limited and persecuted by racial

kind of book!” —Chris Riddell,

divides in 1962 Jackson,

award-winning co-creator of the

Mississippi, three women,

Edge Chronicles From the

including an African-American

Hardcover edition.

maid, her sassy and chronically

Steal This Book Abbie Hoffman

unemployed friend and a

2014-04-01 Steal this book

recently graduated white

Easter Island Felipe L. Soza

woman, team up for a clandestine

2008-11-21 "Easter Island ia a

project against a backdrop of the

book in which S&E editors,

budding civil rights era. Includes

through its brand NicEye,

reading-group guide. Reissue. A

documents one of Chile´s most

#1 best-selling novel.

famous World Heritage sites

Island at the End of the World

declared by UNESCO. In this

Steven Roger Fischer 2006-06-01

book, we review the history of

On a long stretch of green coast

an island located in the middle of

in the South Pacific, hundreds of

the South Pacific, halfway

enormous, impassive stone heads

between Continental Chile and

stand guard against the ravages of

Tahiti: Rapa Nui. Named as such

time, war, and disease that have

by its natives, it has become

attempted over the centuries to

famous all over the world not

conquer Easter Island. Steven

only for its unique location and

Roger Fischer offers the first

geography, but also for the

English-language history of

existence of almost one thousand

Easter Island in Island at the End
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of the World, a fascinating

evolved with all of these events,

chronicle of adversity, triumph,

and Fischer is just as attentive to

and the enduring monumentality

the island's cultural

of the island's stone guards. A

developments as he is to its

small canoe with Polynesians

foreign invasions. Bringing his

brought the first humans to

history into the modern era,

Easter Island in 700 CE, and

Fischer examines the colonization

when boat travel in the South

and annexation of Easter Island

Pacific drastically decreased

by Chile, including the Rapanui

around 1500, the Easter Islanders

people's push for civil rights in

were forced to adapt in order to

1964 and 1965, by which they

survive their isolation.

gained full citizenship and

Adaptation, Fischer asserts, was a

freedom of movement on the

continuous thread in the life of

island. As travel to and interest in

Easter Island: the first European

the island rapidly expand, Island

visitors, who viewed the awe-

at the End of the World is an

inspiring monolithic busts in

essential history of this

1722, set off hundreds of years of

mysterious site.

violent warfare, trade, and

Part-time Princess Deborah

disease—from the smallpox, wars,

Underwood 2018-03-04 At night,

and Great Death that decimated

a normal little girl imagines she

the island to the late nineteenth-

is a princess, but not just a

century Catholic missionaries

princess who wears pretty

who tried to "save" it to a despotic

gowns and goes to balls. She also

Frenchman who declared sole

gets to fight dragons and tame

claim of the island and was soon

trolls. But one morning she

killed by the remaining 111

wakes up and begins to think

islanders. The rituals, leaders, and

maybe her royal adventures

religions of the Easter Islanders

aren't so imaginary after all...
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From the best-selling author of

Tikal in Guatemala, the Abu

The Quiet Book, this jacketed

Simbel in Egypt, England's

picture book is perfect for every

Stonehenge, the colossus of

little girl who dreams of being a

Rhodes, the pyramids, the great

princess.

wall of China, the leaning tower

Wonders of the World Coloring

of Pisa, and more.

Book A. G. Smith 2003-11-01

Signs and Symbols Adrian

Attractive illustrations invite

Frutiger 1998 Discusses the

coloring book fans of all ages to

elements of a sign, and looks at

visit 27 man-made wonders.

pictograms, alphabets,

Included are India's Taj Mahal,

calligraphy, monograms, text

the hanging gardens in ancient

type, numerical signs, symbols,

Babylon, the Mayan temples of

and trademarks
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